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Cyphers, ·not Selfies: Rapchat Mobilizes Rap Game 

Molly Gray j Arts and Entertainment Editor 

With such a stunning variety of smartphone applications available, finding one thar suits your fancy 
can be a daunting task. Sure, interminable children's games and Buzzfeed are entertaining for a 
while, but what happens when the magic is gone? What do you do when the last two hours, 
which could have been spent cultivating the seed of creativity, were spent watching Chopped on 
a tiny, cracked screen? Download Rapchat. The Rapchat app has one purpose, and one 
purpose only: to allow the good people of Planet Earth to bust quality rhymes. Providing a 
slew of minute-long instrumentals for prospective phone-rappers, Rapchat works by 
splicing recorded vocals oversimple, fun beats. The short songs created can then be 
shared with FaceBook friends and phone contacts who also 
use Rapchat. 

The app, which dropped in 2013, was the brainchild of 
college students Seth Miller and Max Yankee. Surprisingly, it 
was the result of a relatively typical money-making brain
storm session. As users of the popular picture-messaging 
•• v.r~zoo « ,,30 PM .,. 'o" • · app Snapchat, as well as 
< Beats $tud1o a; dedicated hip-hop enthu-

siasts, Miller and Yankee 

A rowdy group 
of teens 
explores the 
world of 
Rapchat 
(Photo by 
Koby Silverman) -. 

conceived the basics of 
the app, later proposing it 
at a startup convention in 
Ohio. Needless to say, the 
idea was revolutionary, 
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and never before have such 
thwarting masses had the 
opportunity to individually 
explore their lyrical poten
tial. 

The transition of art, 
including lyrical, into the 
realm of social media can 
present itself as an intimi
dating new frontier. With 
so many using social media 
as· a means to seek approval 

The process of produc-or attention, an app which 
ing a written Rapchat. challenges one to share their 
A freestyle option is imagination with peers may 
also available. appear competitive- even 
(Photo by Molly Gray) s~y. No matter .wh~t anybody 

thmks, says, or md1rectly 
implies, mankind's effort to express sentiments will never be 
undeserving of fair press, and whether or not one chooses 
to rhyme their feelings into an iPhone microphone is their 
decision. 
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.. Reel Big Fish - Se(( Out 
.,. "' Catch 22 - Ar-W\ to Ar-W\ 

Slapstick - Sick of this Place 
The Aquabats - Super- Rad! 

W\OV\d Dekker- - (Ah) It Mek 
Er-V\eSt Ra;'\gliV\ - CoV\go fv1aV\ 

The Skatalites - You'v-e 
WoV\der-iV\9 Now 

Sub/iW\e - Saw Red (ft. ctweV\ StefaV\t) 

Playlist by Molly Gray (Graphic courtesy of 
Wikimedia Commons) 
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